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Half Yearly Summary & Announcement for a new Baijiu: “Xi Jiu”

In the first half of 2021, Manalto International has recruited several highly experienced
senior staff members to join our China team. These staff members have undertaken
inductions and extensive training to assimilate into our current organisational structure.

Additionally, Manalto International has restructured all of our existing product lines, hand
selecting only products of the highest quality as well as incorporating a range of new and
selected products. We have not only upgraded but improved the supply chain efficiency
and precision.

Manalto International’s e-commerce platform has undergone a full redesign, incorporating
features such as live streaming capabilities to provide users with a full and invigorating
experience. The new e-commerce platform will be in sync with Manalto International
e-stores and boutiques to provide the best quality products to our affiliated stores across
of all our platforms. In combination with any offline packages which can be optimised, our
member service providers are able to restock their product inventory freely and without
constraint.

The Company hopes that through these changes, our platform would become more
customer-centric and user-friendly, and we will continue to make efforts to ensure that all
current and prospective customers will enjoy a better shopping experience with immediate
benefits and outcomes.

In April 2021, Manalto International held a China National E-commerce Development
Seminar in Shanghai. From then to July 2021, team members of the company travelled to
Shandong, Zhejiang, Sichuan, Mengmeng, Fujian and other Tianjin cities to open dialogue
with their respective local service departments. The aim was to learn and communicate
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with our projects members in order to assess the demands and increased services to the
teams located in our headquarters.

In May 2021, Manalto International in cooperation with the Mahler Winery Partner Event,
successfully established a Tourism & Wine program, whereby members could become part
owners and in turn, increase the service and sales across our e-platforms. As such, our
members will experience a better life after retirement, whilst receiving the bonus of this
new upgrade. To date, we have received overwhelming feedback from our excited
investors, shareholders and members.

Manalto International and our associated companies, subsidiaries and affiliations have
always insisted on marketing our products with a Chinese-centric approach, incorporating
cultural characteristics and promoting the internationalisation of the Chinese culture. The
company has been in discussions and conducted multiple explorations with global
institutions and related industry experts to gain more in-depth understanding of marketing
to a Chinese audience.

Amongst the many developments throughout the first half of 2021, Manalto International
together with Shihai Dongtian Group, created a cave wine that is beloved by the Chinese
people. This creation reflects many characteristics of Chinese culture and appropriately so,
the name bestowed on this magnificent creation is titled “Xi Jiu”, which translated into
English means “Happiness Wine”. We expect the official launch date of Xi Jiu to be
September 9, 2021.

When asked about the future developments of Manalto International, Chairman Mr Cao Qi
said “We shall continue to actively craft creations that represent China and take a path of
‘customised cooperation’. At the same time, we shall strive to produce greater value and
benefits to our shareholders and members. We aim for Manalto International to reach a
market cap in the tens of billions of dollars within the next three years.

Qi Cao

Director


